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220-55 46TH AVE.

15-X

80-20 NATIONAL ASIAN AMERICAN PAC

BAYSIDE NY 11361

Mr. Brian Jones
Federal Election Commission
RE: RFAI # re: 2017 Year-End Report
September 24, 2018

Dear Mr. Jones:
I am writing to you regarding the above-referenced request.
Regarding item #1, I have amended the report with the occupation and employer information I have found so far.  I am
continuing to investigate and will report back with further information.
Regarding item #2, I am continuing to investigate whether "Bank Deposit to PP Account" was an item disclosed in error or
whether it reflects individual contributions.  If it is an error, then it would be a deposit that reflects the aggregate
of contributions that have otherwise already been reported.  The item "PNC Mail Deposit" was disclosed in error and has
been deleted.  That item did not reflect a contribution or an aggregation of contributions.  Rather, the item reflected
a deposit that was meant as a transfer between the PAC's checking and the savings account.  As this was an internal
account transfer, and not a contribution or a disbursement, I did not report the transaction that reflected a withdrawal
from the savings account.  However, because the transfer into the checking account was made physically rather than
through an online transfer, I mistakenly believed the deposit of that amount reflected a contribution when it was
actually just the other side of a transfer.
Regarding item #3, the contribution was meant to be $5,000 for the primary election and $5,000 for the general election.
 However, it was all written out in one check of $10,000.  I have amended the item to reflect that it should be two
$5,000 contributions for two elections, rather than one contribution for one election of $10,000.
I shall report back on items #1 and #2 either before or at the same time that I respond to your RFAI due October 2,
2018.
Thank you for your kind consideration.

Jing-Li Yu
Treasurer
80-20 PAC
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